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The Dolomite Alpha models are our rehab rollators with forearm pads for more 
stability and upright posture when walking or gait training. But the Alpha comes in 
one size and doesn’t fit all. We get many inquiries for a rehab rollator with a greater 
capacity or to accommodate shorter persons. Clarke Health Care is now customizing 
other Dolomite models to fit more body dimensions. 

While the Alpha still has the greatest arm trough height range, sometimes there is need 
for a shorter seat or height. We can use the Legacy or Symphony Low or Super Low 
models. When a capacity greater than 275 lb. is needed, we can customize the Maxi 
with its 452 lb. capacity and a wider frame. Note: each of these customizations will 
have limitations on handle height that can be achieved. 

Options for customizing also include alternate braking, such as one hand brakes 
mounted on either side or on a center bar or as Hemiplegic handles with one hand 
brakes. A full pad can be mounted instead of individual troughs. It permits the user to 
lean in at any point and reach across for the brake handles. 

We use the Alpha style brake handles with the forearm pads, Advanced is a joystick 
style handle which can be rotated for best position with a push/pull motion. Basic is the 
looped brake handle turned vertically for a squeeze/push brake action. Either of these 
styles can be mounted as a one-hand system. 

We quote each custom build. Use the worksheet to indicate 
the client’s needs. Once the quote is approved the custom 
rollator is assembled in our shop. We do not fabricate any 
new parts, rather we use existing parts from various Dolomite 
models to meet your needs. Allow several days for us to build 
a custom rollator. 

HP Left on Symphony

Legacy with one pad and grip only, 
one hand brake mounted left

Legacy with Cross bar leftSymphony Low with full platform, 
Basic brakes

Maxi+ standard with forearm pads, 
Basic brakes

Maxi with Advanced brakes, 
forearm pads and slow downs

Maxi Low with Basic brakes, 
forearm pads



      TALL TALL 
   WITH WITH WITH HANDLE HANDLE 
  HANDLE PADS, PLATFORM, TALL WITH WITH 
MODEL CAPACITY HEIGHT ADDS 3.5” ADDS 4” HANDLE PADS PLATFORM

Legacy D12050B  330 lb. 33”-37” 36.5”-39.5” 37”-41” 36”-40” 40.75”-43.75” 39”-43”

Legacy Low D12052 330 lb. 31”-34” 35.5”-38.8” 35”-38” 34”-37” 38.75”-41.75” 38”-41”

Legacy SuperLow D12054  330 lb. 28”-31” 32.5”-35.5” 32”-35” 31”-34” 35.5”-38.5” 35”-38”

Symphony D12160 275  lb. 30”-36” 33”-39” 34”-40” NA NA NA

Symphony D12161 275 lb. 27.5”-33” 30.5”-36” 31.5”-37” NA NA NA

Symphony D12162  275 lb. 25”-30” 28”-33” 29”-34” NA NA NA

Maxi D12120 452 lb. 32”-38” 35”-41” 36”-42” 36”-42” 39”-45” 40”-46”

Maxi Low D12122 452 lb. 28.5”-35” 31.5”-38” 32.5”-39” 32.5”-39” 35.5”-42” 36.5”-43”

Alpha D12220 or D12230 275. lb. 37.5”-47” included 38.5”-48” NA NA NA

FuturaTall D12076T  330 lb. 37.75”-43.5” 40.75”-46” 41.75”-47.5” NA NA NA
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Restrictions: The custom walker will be 
built in our shop. It cannot be shipped 

totally assembled. The handles will need 
to be inserted and adjusted for height 
and length. We will have brake cables 

attached and adjusted. Customs or 
Alphas are not recommended for drop 
ship unless a technician can be present 
to make adjustments to fit the client. 
Arm troughs may block the use of the 
seat. The full platform will block the 

seat. Parts indicated on the worksheet do 
not indicate all components necessary to 

complete the walker assembly. Your custom 
quote will show all necessary pieces.

Full platform, 27” W x 15.5” D. 
Showing advance brake handles.  

Adds 4” to handle height.  
Choose brake style.

One hand brake for Legacy or 
Maxi+. 2 cables from one side 
operate brakes at both wheels. 
Used without pads. Symphony 
also has one hand brake with 

different handle.

HP Handle, Hemiplegic handle 
right, with left one hand brake. 

Foam covered tube allows pushing 
with forearm or chest. Replaces 
backstrap. Can only be mounted 

on Symphony models.

Forearm trough/pad. Adds 3” to 
handle height. Padded cradle 
supports forearm with brake 
handles mounted forward.  
Choose brake handle style.

Advanced brake, joystick style 
used with arm pad or full 

platform. Can be mounted as one 
hand or two hand braking. Push/

pull action. Handle can be rotated 
in clamp to change push direction.

One hand brakes are available on 
Legacy, Symphony, Maxi, Alpha 
and Futura Tall. 2 cables come 

from one side to operate brakes 
at both wheels.

Tall handle extensions. Replaces 
handles tubes on Legacy or Maxi+. 

Legacy tall handles will add 3” 
handle height. Maxi tall handles 

will add 4” handle height.  
Can be mounted with foam grip  

or anatomic grip.

Basic brake handle, looped brake 
handle turned vertical.  

Can be mounted for two hand  
or one hand braking.  

It is push/squeeze action.

Crossbar, replaces backstrap.  
One hand brake handle is  
offset mounted in center.  

Will not fit Maxi+.

Basic one hand brake, 2 cables 
from one side will operate brakes 

at both wheels.

Slow down brakes mount on rear 
wheels. They are independent of 

the braking system. A nylon wheel 
rides on the tire to add tension 
to slow the walker. Knob on top 
adjusts the tension on each side.
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